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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

reversible  
medallion  
bracelet
r o b i n  c o wa rt

project

technique
::  netting

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

Sparkling bead medallions are stacked to create a two-
sided bracelet with double the design possibilities. Robin 
paired rich purple fire-polished rounds with pale amber 

opaline pinch beads; silvery metallic iris seed beads create 
bright accents and join the units.

detail
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1) First medallion Face. Use 
size D thread unless otherwise noted.
Base round: Use 5' of conditioned thread 

to string 4 iris seed beads and tie a 
knot to form a circle. Pass through 
all seed beads again and exit from 
the first base bead.

Loops: String 1 iris, 1 purple round,  
3 iris, 1 purple round, and 1 iris. 
Pass through the next base bead 
(this forms Loop 1). Repeat  
around for a total of 4 loops. Pass 
through the first 4 beads to exit the 
tip of Loop 1 (Fig. 1).

Rim: String 1 iris, 1 purple round, 1 iris, 
1 purple round, and 1 iris; pass 
through the center iris on the tip of 
Loop 2. Repeat clockwise around 
and pass through all beads again; 
exit the first iris on the tip of Loop 1 
(Fig. 2). Pull snug but not too tight. 

The medallion will cup slightly and 
create a domed effect. Do not knot 
or trim threads; set aside.

2) second medallion Face. 
Repeat Step 1, substituting the pur-
ple rounds with amber beads. Pull 
the beads snug.

3) stacking. Position the 2 medal-
lion faces with the edges together and 
the domes facing outward. Keep the 
long working threads from each me-
dallion on opposite sides and align the 
seed-bead groupings. *String 1 iris, 
pass through the middle iris on the 
amber medallion, string 1 iris, and pass 
through the third iris in the same 
group on the purple medallion. Exit 
the nearest purple round (Fig. 3). String 

1 iris, pass through 1 iris between the 
amber beads, string 1 iris, and pass 
through 1 purple round and 1 iris. Re-
peat from * one time using the same 
thread, then use the other thread and 
repeat from * twice to join all sides of 
the 2 medallions to form a two-sided 
medallion. Do not trim threads.
Repeat Steps 1–3 for a total of 6 two-
sided medallions.

4) linking. Use beading thread to 
exit the first of 3 iris between purple 
rounds on the first finished medal-
lion, string 3 iris and pass through 
the center iris between purple 
rounds on the second medallion. 
String 3 iris and pass through the 
third iris between purple rounds on 
the first medallion. Turn the medal-
lion over and weave through beads 
to exit the first of 3 iris between 
amber beads on the same medallion. 
String 3 iris, pass through the center 
iris between amber beads on the sec-
ond medallion, string 3 iris, and pass 
through the third iris between amber 
beads on the first medallion (Fig. 4). 
Repeat the thread path on both faces 
to secure. Tie a knot, dot the knot 
with glue, weave ends into the piece, 
and trim. Repeat to link the remain-
ing stacked medallions.

5) clasp. Secure a new strand of 
beading thread in one of the faces and 
exit the center iris at one end of the 
bracelet. String 8 iris, one half of the 
clasp, and 8 iris (Fig. 5); pass through 

the center iris of the other face. Check 
fit and add or subtract iris beads as 
needed. Pass through beads again to 
secure, knot discreetly, weave the ends 
into the piece, and trim. Repeat for the 
other half of the clasp. F

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

Materials
3 g silver metallic iris size 11° seed 

beads
96 purple 4mm fire-polished rounds
96 pale amber opaline 4×5mm pinch 

beads
1 silver 10×15mm ball-and-socket clasp
Braided beading thread
Size D beading thread
Thread conditioner (optional)
Jeweler’s cement

tools
Scissors
Size 12 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 71⁄ 2"

resources
check your local bead shop or contact: 
FireLine braided and Nymo nylon beading 
threads, G-S Hypo jeweler’s cement, and 
all beads and findings: We Got the Bead, 
(563) 584-0305, www.wegotthebead.com.

Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 3

Fig. 1: Forming the loops

Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 3

Fig. 2: Working the rim

Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 3

Fig. 3: Joining the medallions

Figure 4

Figure 5

Fig. 4: Linking the stacked medallions

Figure 4

Figure 5Fig. 5: Attaching the clasp
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

bugle beauties
j u l i e  wa l k e r

project

technique
::  netting

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

Julie loves bugles but felt there 
weren’t enough designs that 
really show the beauty of the 
bead. After a bit of thought and 
mathematical calculations, she 
developed this pattern— 
a wonderful tribute to bugles!

option
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

1) netted Base. Use 5' of thread to 
string a tension bead, leaving a 15" 
tail. Be sure to keep your work tail-
side down and your working thread at 
the top; work from top to bottom, left 
to right.
Row 1: String 1A, 1 small bugle, 1A,  

1 small bugle, 1A, 1 large bugle, 1A, 
1 large bugle, 1A, 1 small bugle, 1A, 
1 small bugle, 1A, 1 small bugle, 1A, 
and 1 small bugle. Pass back through 
the fifth A and pull snug so that the 
small bugles form a diamond shape 
(Fig. 1).

Row 2: String 1 large bugle, 1A, and  
1 large bugle; pass back through the 
second A in the previous row. String 
1 small bugle, 1A, and 1 small bugle; 
pass back through the first A in the 
previous row (Fig. 2).

Row 3 (up row): String 1 small bugle, 1A, 
1 small bugle, 1A, and 1 small bugle; 
pass back through the last A of the 
previous row. String 1 small bugle, 
1A, and 1 large bugle; pass back 
through the next A of the previous 
row. String 1 large bugle, 1A, and  
1 small bugle; pass back through 
the next A (Fig. 3).

Row 4 (down row): String 1 small bugle, 
1A, 1 small bugle, 1A, and 1 small 
bugle; pass back through the last  
A of the previous row. String 1 large 
bugle, 1A, and 1 large bugle; pass 
back through the next A of the pre-
vious row. String 1 small bugle, 1A, 

and 1 small bugle; pass back 
through the first A of the previous 
row (Fig. 4).

Repeat Rows 3 and 4 for 5½", forming 
22 diamonds along the top and end-
ing with an up row.

2) Button clasp. Pass through 
beads of the last upper diamond to 
exit the bottom A. String 2A, 1 button, 
and 2A; pass through the adjacent A 
in the last row. String 2A and pass 
back through the button, then string 
2A and pass through the bottom of 
the small diamond (Fig. 5a). Pass 
through the beads and button a few 
times to reinforce, then pass back 
through the last row to exit the side A 
of the lower diamond and attach the 
second button (Fig. 5b); secure the 
thread and trim.

3) clasp loops. Remove the ten-
sion bead and use the tail thread to 
string 27A (or enough to fit around a 
button); pass through the adjacent A 
in the next row. String 1A, 1 green 
3mm, and 1A; pass through the loop 
of beads and those just strung several 
times to reinforce (Fig. 6a). Pass 
through the first row to exit a side A 
of the first upper diamond and repeat 
to form a second loop (Fig. 6b); secure 
the thread and trim.

4) lower diamond emBellisH-
ments. Secure 5' of thread and exit 
the first side A of the lowest small dia-
mond. String 1A, 1 green 3mm, and 
1A; pass through the adjacent A in the 

Fig. 1: Working 
Row 1

Fig. 2: Working 
Row 2

Materials
15 g gray/blue luster size 14/15°  

seed beads (A)
10 g matte transparent dark topaz AB 

size 1 (3mm) bugle beads
10 g copper size 3 (6mm) bugle beads
42 bronze 7×9mm center-drilled fire- 

polished drops
65 peridot 3mm fire-polished beads
2 copper 10mm shank buttons
Smoke 6 lb braided beading thread

tools
Scissors
Size 11 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 61⁄4"Fig. 3: Working Row 3

Fig. 4: Working Row 4

Fig. 5: Attaching the button clasp

b

a
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next row. Repeat for the length of the 
bracelet to fill each diamond. When 
you reach the last bottom diamond 
(with the button), pass through its 
bugle bead to exit the side A of the  
diamond above (Fig. 7). Work back 

across the bracelet to fill the second 
lower row of diamonds.

5) middle and upper diamond 
emBellisHments. String 1A, 1 cop-
per drop (wide end first), and 1A; pass 

up through the A at the top of the  
diamond. String 1A, 1 copper drop 
(narrow end first), and 1A; pass 
through the A at the top of the dia-
mond. String 1A, 1 green 3mm, and 
1A; pass down through the adjacent  
A in the next row. String 1A, 1 copper 
drop (wide end first), and 1A; pass 
down through the next A. String 1A,  
1 copper drop (narrow end first), and 
1A; pass down through the next A. 
Pass back through the beads, filling 
the next small diamond, and up 
through the A at the bottom of the 
next middle diamond (Fig. 8). 

Repeat entire step for the length of 
the bracelet, filling the middle and 
every other upper diamond with 
beads, omitting the final two middle 
diamonds that hold the buttons. Pass 
back through all the beads, filling the 
top diamonds and adding beads to fill 
those that are still empty; secure the 
thread and trim. F

Fig. 8: Embellishing the middle and upper 
diamonds

Fig. 6: Forming the clasp loops

a

b

Fig. 7: Embellishing the lower diamonds

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

resources
check your local bead shop or contact: 
Seed beads: Jane’s Fiber and Beads, (888) 
497-2665, www.janesfiberandbeads.com. 
Size 1 bugle beads: Caravan Beads & 
Fibers, (800) 230-8941, www.caravanbeads 
.net. Size 3 bugle beads: Bead Corner, 
(913) 649-8039, www.beadcornerkc.com. 
FireLine braided beading thread: 
FusionBeads.com, (888) 781-3559.
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netted roses
f r a n  m o r r i s  m a n d e l

project

technique
::  circular netting

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

In this design, roses made of crystals are laced together 
with graceful open strands.The toggle clasp is created out 

of two spacers and two sets of seed-bead loops.The earrings 
are a slightly smaller version of the crystal roses, suspended 

by a single row of seed beads.

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

1) pink roses. Make 2 crystal roses 
using light magenta (A) and pearly 
peach (B) seed beads:
Round 1: Use 3' of conditioned thread 

to string 6 clear saucers and pass 
through them again to form a circle, 
leaving a 6" tail; pass through the 
first saucer.

Round 2: String 1A and pass through 
the next saucer; repeat around. 
Step up by passing through the first 
bead of this round.

Round 3: String 3A and pass through 
the next 1A of the previous round; 
repeat around. Step up by passing 
through the first 2 beads of this 
round (Fig. 1).

Round 4: String 1B, 1 padparadscha 
bicone, and 1B; pass through the 
middle 1A of the next 3A set; repeat 
around. Step up by passing through 
the first 1B and bicone (Fig. 2).

Round 5: String 1A, 1 fuchsia bicone, 
and 1A; pass through the next 
bicone; repeat around. Pass through 
several beads to secure the thread 
and trim.

Center: Use the tail thread to string 1B,  
1 padparadscha bicone, and 1B; 

pass back through a saucer on the 
opposite side of the first round. 
Secure the thread and trim.

Repeat entire step to make a second 
pink rose; set aside.

2) wHite roses. Repeat Step 1 to 
make two roses using pearly peach 
(A) and pale pink (B) seed beads, and 
fuchsia bicones for the centers.

3) inner lacing. Use silver-lined 
clear (A) and pale pink (B) seed beads 
to connect the roses: Secure 6' of con-
ditioned thread in one of the roses 
and exit from a bicone in the last 
round (Fig. 3a). String 4A, 1B, 1 fuchsia 
bicone, 1B, and 4A; pass through a bi-
cone on a second rose (Fig. 3b). String 
16A and pass through the first bicone 
again (Fig. 3a) and the next 7 beads to 
exit the second pink seed bead. String 
4A and pass through the third bicone 
on the second rose (Fig. 3c). String 16A 
and pass through the third bicone on 
the first rose (Fig. 3d). String 4A and 
pass through the first pink; continue 
passing through beads to exit a bi-
cone on the opposite side of the sec-
ond rose (Fig. 3e). Repeat twice to 
connect two more roses.

4) outer lacing. Pass through the 
last round of the fourth rose to exit 
the bicone on the outer edge (Fig. 4). 

Materials
materials for Bracelet
10 g silver-lined clear size 11° seed 

beads
5 g pearly peach size 11° seed beads
5 g gold-lined light magenta matte size 

11° seed beads
5 g silver-lined pale pink size 11° seed 

beads
26 padparadscha 4mm crystal bicones
29 fuchsia 4mm crystal bicones
24 clear 5×3mm crystal saucers
2 silver 15×6mm marcasite 2-hole  

spacers
White beading thread
Beeswax
additional materials for earrings
12 padparadscha 4mm crystal bicones
12 clear 6mm crystal saucers
2 sterling silver ear wires

tools
Scissors
Size 12 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 11⁄2" × 71⁄4" 
(BRACELET); 2" (EARRingS)

Fig. 1: Working Round 3

Fig. 2: Working Round 4

Fig. 4: Adding outer lacingFig. 3: Connecting the roses

a

b c

d

e
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

String 24A and pass through the 
outer bicone of the next rose. Repeat 
twice, then pass through the last 
round of the first rose to work strands 
on the other side of the roses.

5) toggles. Exit from one of the 
two outside bicones of an end rose 
(Fig. 5). String 20A, one side of the 

spacer, 4A, the other side of the 
spacer, and 20A; pass through the bi-
cone again to form a loop, then pass 
through the beads again to reinforce. 
Weave through beads to the second 
bicone and work a second loop; se-
cure the thread and trim.

6) loops. Secure 2' of conditioned 
thread in the other end rose, exiting 
from the outer side of an ending bi-
cone. String 24A and pass back 
through the bicone. Pass through 
beads to exit the next ending bicone 
and repeat to make a second loop 
(Fig. 6). Exit the first bicone and string 
25 light magenta; pass through the 
last 22 beads strung to form a circle. 
Pass through beads to repeat with the 

second bicone. Pass through the 
loops several times to reinforce, 
then secure the thread and trim.

eArringS
Make one rose by repeating Step 1 
(omit the center bicone), using 
peach in place of light magenta in 
Rounds 2–3. Exit from a peach in 
the last round and string 13 silver-
lined clear, 1 ear wire, and 3 silver-
lined clear. Skip the last 6 beads 
and pass back through the first 
10. Pass back through the peach 
and all silver-lined clear to rein-
force before trimming the 
thread. F

Fig. 5: Attaching 
a toggle

Fig. 6: Forming the loops

resources
check your local bead shop or 
contact: Seed beads: Jane’s 
Fiber & Beads, (423) 639-7919, 
www.janesfiberandbeads.com. 
Swarovski crystals and crystal 
sliders: Michaels, www.michaels 
.com.
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

crystal suspense
g w e n  f i s h e r  a n d  f l o r e n c e  t u r n o u r

project

technique
::  tubular netting

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

Gwen and Florence devised this bangle pattern while pondering a 
beaded bead created with crystals and seed beads. They noticed 

the tubular netting technique could be repeated to make a sparkly 
rope. The crystals that fill the seed-bead netting give the rope enough 

stiffness to hold a circular form, perfect for a bangle.
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1) netting. Work tubular netting, 
alternating rounds of seed beads and 
crystals. Pull each stitch tight to form 
a dense net.
Start round: Use 4' of thread to string  

1C and 1 crystal three times; pass 
through all 6 beads again, leaving a 
6" tail. Tie a square knot and pass 
through the first 1C (Fig. 1).

Round 1: String 3A, 1C, and 3B; pass 
through the next 1C in the previous 
round (Fig. 2). Repeat twice to form 

two more nets. Pass through all the 
beads in the round again to rein-
force, then pass through the first  
4 beads to step up for the next 
round (Fig. 3).

Round 2: String 1 crystal and pass 
through the next 1C in the previous 
round. Repeat twice, then pass 
through the round again, exiting the 
1C at the start of the round (Fig. 4).

Repeat Rounds 2 and 3 until the cable 
is 7" or long enough to fit over a 
closed hand, finishing with a crystal 
round.

2) FinisHing. To join the ends of the 
cables, string 3A and pass through  
1C of the first round; string 3B and 
pass through the next 1C of the last 
round. Repeat twice, then pass 
through the round again to reinforce. 
Work the tail threads into the work, 
tying knots between beads, and trim 
close. For a stiffer bangle, weave 
through the seed beads, tightening as 
necessary all around.

vAriATionS
Spiral: Substitute one-third of the crys-

tals with another color and string 
each round as shown (Fig. 5); the 
step up in each round will create a 
spiral. F

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

Materials ( for solid core)
10 g clear size 15° seed beads (A)
10 g matte blue iris size 15° seed beads 

(B)
5 g matte silver gray size 11° seed 

beads (C)
174 purple 4mm crystal rounds
Size D beading thread

tools
Scissors
Size 12 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 7"  
(innER CiRCUMFEREnCE)

resources
check your local bead shop or 
contact: All beads and findings: The 
Hole Bead Shoppe, (918) 338-2444, 
www.theholebeadshop.com. 

Fig. 1: Working the start round

Fig. 2: Adding the first net

Fig. 4: Working Round 2

Fig. 3: Completing Round 2

Fig. 5: Colorway variation
detail
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

fan wheel  
necklace
m a r i a  ry pa n

project

technique
::  tubular netting

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

This necklace 
was inspired by 

contemporary beadwork 
seen at the Vernisage, 

an art piazza in Lviv, 
Ukraine. The wheel is a 

circular fan whose points 
are topped with crystals and 

whose shape echoes through 
the wavy crystal-studded band. 

The circular fan is a modification 
of a unique beadwork style from 

Ukraine.

detail
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

1) wHeel. The wheel consists of  
12 inverted bugle-bead Vs that over-
lap around a circle of beads; each 
point is topped with a bicone:
Center ring: Use 6' of thread to string 

12A, leaving a 5" tail; tie an over-
hand knot to form a circle.

Point 1: String 1 bugle, 1B, 1 bicone, 
and 1A; pass back through the 
bicone and 1B. String 1 bugle and, 
skipping 1 bead, pass back through 
the second 1A of the center ring, 
exiting so that the needle is on top 
of the beads (Fig. 1).

Points 2–12: String 1 bugle, 1B, 1 bicone, 
and 1A. Pass back through the 
bicone and 1B. String 1 bugle and 
pass back through the next seed 
bead in the circle, exiting so that 
the needle is on top of the beads 
(Fig. 2). For the final point, pass back 

through the first skipped bead from 
the back side of the circle, so that 
the last bugle strung is behind the 
first point.

Rim: Pass back through 2A of the cen-
ter ring and through the nearest 
bugle and next 3 beads to exit from 
1B atop a bicone. String 4A and 
pass through the 1B of the next 
point. Repeat around, then pass 
through all these beads again to 
reinforce (Fig. 3); set aside.

2) Bands. Work the base of the band 
with uneven chevron netting to cre-
ate sections of alternating curves:
Section 1: Use 9' of thread to string 1A; 

pass through it again to form a ten-
sion bead, leaving a 9" tail. String 1B, 
1 bugle, 1B, 3A, 1B, and 1 bugle; pass 
back through the first 1B (Fig. 4).

Small net: String 1A, 1B, and 1 bugle; 
pass back through the next 1B of 
the previous row (Fig. 5).

Large net: String 3A, 1B, and 1 bugle; 
pass back through the next 1B of 
the row (Fig. 6).

Nets 3–9: Continue alternating large 
and small nets for a total of 9 nets 
curving in the same direction.

Section 2: Work 1 large net to change 
the direction of the curve, then con-
tinue for a total of 9 alternating 
large and small nets (Fig. 7).

Continue for 15 alternating sections or 
desired length; note that the bicones 
added in Step 4 will shorten the band 
by 25 percent (a 12" band will be about 
9" when finished).

3) clasp. Exiting from the last 1B 
on the inside of a curve, string one 
half of the clasp and pass under the 
thread that connects the adjacent 
1A; pass through the clasp again 
and repeat several times to secure. 
Set aside.
Repeat from Step 2 for a second band, 
attaching the other half of the clasp.

Materials
10 g bronze size 11° Japanese seed 

beads (A)
5 g silver-lined crystal size 11° seed 

beads (B)
10 g bronze size 2 bugle beads
50 jet AB 4mm crystal bicones
1 sterling silver 6mm spring-ring clasp 

with 4mm closed jump ring
Brown size B beading thread

tools
Scissors
Size 15 or 16 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 19"

Fig. 1: Adding Point 1

Fig. 2: Adding points around the ring

Fig. 6: Working a large net

Fig. 3: Working the rim

Fig. 4: Starting the 
chevron netting

Fig. 5: Adding a 
small net

Fig. 7: Working Section 2
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More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p
•  Cull the bugle beads to avoid uneven lengths and broken 

ends.

•  Work in a relaxed manner to avoid cutting the thread when 
pulling it at sharp angles. Hold the work so that you gently 
maintain a firm tension with the thread and beads.

•  The band looks nice with just five bicones added closer to 
the wheel and the band gently waving to the back. The 
bands would then just have to be 10½" long instead of the 
extreme 12", which shrinks to 9" after you add the embel-
lishment.

4) emBellisHment. Pass back 
through the last 4A that make up the 
inner edge of the band below the 
clasp. String 1 bicone and pass 
through the 4A again, pulling gently 
to snug. *Pass through the nearest 
bugle to the other edge of the band, 
just before the next set of 4A. Pass 
through the 4A, string 1 bicone, and 
pass through the 4A again (Fig. 8). Re-
peat from * for the length of the band.

5) Joining. Remove the tension bead 
and use the tail thread to string 1A; 
pass through an edge bead of the 
wheel next to a V point. Pass back 

through the 1A and through the first  
3 beads of the band. Pass through an 
adjacent edge bead of the wheel, close 
to the next V point (Fig. 9). Weave 

through beads several times to rein-
force, secure the tail threads, and trim.
Repeat to attach the second band, 
making sure to flip the band so that it 
mirrors the first. if possible, continue 
weaving the thread around the wheel 
to firm up before trimming the 
thread. F

Fig. 9: Joining a band to the wheel

Fig. 8: Embellishing the band
resources
check your local bead shop or contact: 
Bugle beads: Shipwreck Beads, (800) 
950-4232, www.shipwreckbeads.com. Seed 
beads and Swarovski crystals: Beyond 
Beadery, (800) 840-5548, www.beyond 
beadery.com.
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1) rigHt HalF. Use seed beads and 
netting to work the right half of the 
collar, starting in the center:
Row 1: Add a tension bead to the cen-

ter of 9' of thread. String 
1B, 29A, 1C, 1E, 1F, and 
1A; pass back through 
the last 1F, 1E, and 1C. 
Pull tight to form a 
long-cube fringe.

Row 2: String 5A, skip 5A 
from Row 1, and pass 
back through the next 
1A; repeat once. String 
11A; skip 11A from  
Row 1 and pass back 
through the following 
1A. String 5A; pass back 
through the 1B from 
Row 1 (Fig. 1).

Row 3: String 2A, 1B, and 
2A; skip 2A from Row 2 
and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A; 
skip 4A from Row 2 and 
pass back through the 
following 7A. String 5A, 
skip 4A from Row 2, 
and pass back through 
the next 1A; repeat 
once. String 1A, 1C, 1F, and 1A; pass 
back through the 1F and 1C just 
added. Pull tight to form a short-
cube fringe.

Row 4: String 2A; skip 3A from Row 3 
and pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; skip 5A from Row 3 and 
pass back through the following 1A. 
String 5A; skip 2A from Row 3 and 
3A from Row 2, then pass back 
through the next 1A from Row 2. 
Note: This stitch pulls half of the 
large central diamond open. String 
5A; skip 3A from Row 2 and 2A from 
Row 3, then pass back through the 
following 1A from Row 3. String 5A; 
pass back through the 1B from  
Row 3 (Fig. 2).

Row 5: String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 2A 
from Row 4 and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A, skip 4A from 
Row 4, and pass back through the 

scythian 
gold

m a r i a  ry pa n

A twist on contemporary Ukrainian 
beadwork, this V-shaped netted  
collar features an embellished 
diamond-shaped opening. The 
project’s name relates to one  
of the original habitants of  
Ukraine, the Scythians.

project

technique
::  netting
::  fringe

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

Fig. 1: 
Working 
Rows 1 
and 2
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following 1A; 
repeat twice. 
String 1A, 1C, 1F, 
and 1A; pass back 
through the 1F 
and 1C just added. 
Pull tight to form 
a short-cube 
fringe.

Row 6: String 2A; skip 
3A from Row 5 and 
pass back through 
the next 1A. String 
5A, skip 4A from 
Row 5, and pass 
back through the 
following 1A; 
repeat once. String 
5A; pass back 
through the 1B 
from Row 5.

Row 7: String 2A, 1B, 
and 2A; skip 2A from Row 6 and 
pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A, skip 4A from Row 6, and 
pass back through the following 1A; 
repeat once. String 1A, 1C, 1F, and 
1A; pass back through the 1F and 
1C just added. Pull tight to form a 
short-cube fringe (Fig. 3).

Row 8: String 
2A; skip 2A 
from Row 7 
and pass 
back 
through 
the next 
1A. String 
5A; skip 4A 
from Row 7 
and pass 
back 
through 
the follow-
ing 1A. 
String 5A; 
pass back through the 1B from Row 7.

Row 9: String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 2A 
from Row 8 and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A; skip 4A from 
Row 8 and pass back through the 
following 1A. String 2A, 1C, and 1A; 

pass back through the 1C just 
added. Pull tight to form a small-
round fringe.

Row 10: String 5A; skip 4A from Row 9 
and pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; pass back through the 1B 
from Row 9.

Row 11: String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 2A 
from Row 10 and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A; skip 4A from 
Row 10 and pass back through the 
following 1A. String 5A, 1C, 1F, and 
1A; pass back through the 1F and 1C 
just added. Pull tight to form a small-
cube fringe. Note: You are now start-
ing to work the small V-shape on the 
right side of the collar.

Row 12: String 4A; skip 2A from Row 11 
and pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; skip 4A from Row 11 and 
pass back through the following 1A. 
String 5A; pass back through the 1B 
from Row 11.

Row 13: String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 2A 
from Row 12 and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A, skip 4A from 
Row 12, and pass back through the 
following 1A; repeat once. String 2A, 
1C, 1E, 1F, and 1A; pass back 
through the 1F, 1E, and 1C just 
added. Pull tight to form a large-
cube fringe.

Row 14: String 5A, skip 4A from Row 13, 
and pass back through the following 
1A; repeat once. String 5A; pass back 
through the 1B from Row 13.

Row 15: String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 2A 
from Row 14 and pass back through 
the next 1A. String 5A, skip 4A from 
Row 14, and pass back through the 

following 1A; repeat once. String 1A, 
1C, 1F, and 1A; pass back through 
the 1F and 1C just added. Pull tight 
to form a short-cube fringe.

Row 16: String 2A; skip 3A from Row 15 
and pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; skip 4A from Row 15 and 
pass back through the following 1A. 
String 5A; pass back through the 1B 
from Row 15.

Row 17 (small-round fringe): String 2A, 1B, 
and 2A; skip 2A from the previous row 
and pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; skip 4A from the previous 
row and pass back through the follow-
ing 1A. String 2A, 1C, and 1A; pass 
back through the 1C just added. Pull 
tight to form a small-round fringe.

Materials
25 g champagne-lined light amber  

size 11° seed beads (A)
3 g gold bronze metallic size 8° seed  

beads (B)
5 g gold bronze metallic size 6° seed  

beads (C)
20 metallic gold 4mm fire-polished  

rounds (D)
21 gold luster 6mm faceted pressed- 

glass rounds (E)
13 gold luster 6mm pressed-glass cubes 

(F)
1 silver or gold 6mm spring-ring clasp  

with 3.5×7mm tab or 4mm soldered  
jump ring

Gold nylon beading thread

tools
Scissors
Size 10 or 12 beading needle

FiniShEd SizE: 17"

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig. 3: Stitch-
ing Row 7

1 2 3 4

Fig. 2: Complet-
ing Row 4

A r t i s t ’ s  t i p
To help control the excess thread that exits the tension bead 
in Step 1, wind it on a flip-top (aka “No Tangle”) bobbin or 
around a piece of felt. Alternatively, pull 4½' of thread from 
a spool, add a tension bead close to the spool, and work the 
first half of the collar with this thread. Once you finish the first 
half of the netting, unwind the spool, trim the thread so it is 
4½' long, remove the tension bead, and continue working the 
other side of the collar.
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Row 18: String 5A; skip 4A from the 
previous row and pass back 
through the next 1A. String 5A; pass 
back through the 1B from the previ-
ous row. Note: The smaller V-shape 
is now complete and you will begin 
working a band of netting with 
alternating fringe to the end of the 
collar.

Row 19 (large-round fringe): String 2A, 1B, 
and 2A; skip 2A from the previous 
row and pass back through the 
next 1A. String 5A; skip 4A from the 
previous row and pass back 
through the following 1A. String 2A, 
1C, 1E, and 1A; pass back through 
the 1E and 1C just added. Pull tight 
to form a large-round fringe.

Row 20: Repeat Row 18.
Row 21 (swag): String 2A, 1B, and 2A; 

skip 2A from the previous row and 
pass back through the next 1A. 
String 5A; skip 4A from the previ-
ous row and pass back through the 
following 1A. String 8A; pass back 
through the eighth bead added in 
this row to form a swag.

Row 22: String 5A; pass back through 
the 1B from the previous row (Fig. 4).

Rows 23 and 24: Repeat Rows 17 and 18 
to form a small-round fringe.

Rows 25 and 26: Repeat Rows 21 and 22  
to form a swag.

Rows 27 and 28: Repeat Rows 19 and 20 
to form a large-round fringe.

Row 29 and on: Repeat Rows 21–28 
seven times (or half the desired 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22

Fig. 4: Netting and fringe 
through Row 22

length of the collar) to continue in 
the established pattern (swag/
small-round fringe/swag/large-
round fringe). Repeat Rows 21 and 
22 to end with a swag.

Clasp: Exit up through the 1B in the 
final row. String 2A and one half of 
the clasp; pass back through the 2A 
just added. Weave through beads, 
repeating the thread path, to rein-
force. Secure the working thread 
and trim.

2) leFt HalF. Remove the tension 
bead. Using the remaining thread and 
the other half of the clasp, repeat  
Step 1 from Row 3 to the end, to  
mirror the right half of the collar. Note: 
The large central diamond will begin 
to open up after repeating Row 4.

3) emBellisHment. Start 1' of new 
thread that exits down through the 1B 

from Row 1. String 1A, 1D, and 1A. 
Stretch the beads across the small net-
ted diamond formed with the last stitch 
of Row 2. Pass up through the nearest 
2A to the left, to seat the beads within 
the diamond. Continue to embellish 
each small diamond that frames the 
larger central diamond in a similar 
manner, adding a total of 12D (Fig. 5a).
Weave through beads to exit the 1B in 
Row 13 and work a similar embellish-
ment, this time with 4 adjacent small  
diamonds to make a 4D embellishment; 
repeat on the mirror side of the collar 
(Fig. 5b). Secure the thread and trim. F

resources
check your local bead shop or contact: 
All beads and findings: The Hole Bead 
Shoppe, (918) 338-2444, www.thehole 
beadshop.com. 

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p
 Hold the beadwork so that 
the bead you are about to 
pass through is between 
your fingers. By holding onto 
that bead, you effectively 
prevent the rest of your 
beadweaving from pulling 
apart and ensure good ten-
sion as you work.

Fig. 5: Embellishing 
the diamonds

ba
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diamonds are forever
m a r c i a  d ec o s t e r

project

technique
::  ladder stitch
::  netting
::  picot

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

Stitch a jeweled medallion embellished with 
crystals and fire-polished beads for a rich metallic 

look. Join the medallions on point to present a 
string of diamonds that will make an excellent 

addition to your wardrobe.
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1) large medallions. Use ladder 
stitch and netting to form large 
square medallions that will be used in 
the body of the bracelet:
Round 1: Use 3' of doubled thread to work 

a strip of single-stack ladder stitch 8C 
long. Connect the first and last C in 
the strip to form a ring (Fig. 1).

Round 2: String 3C and pass down 
through the next Round 1 C and up 
through the following one; repeat 
three more times to form 4 nets. 
Step up through the first C added in 
this step (Fig. 2).

Round 3: String 5C, skip the next C of 
Round 1, and pass down through 
the following, then string 1g and 
pass up through the next C of 
Round 1 (Fig. 3); repeat three times 

to form 4 nets and add a total of  
4 pearls. Step up through the mid-
dle (third) C added in this round.

Round 4 (picots): String 3D and pass 
through the last C exited to form a 
picot and weave through the beads 
to exit the middle C at the tip of the 
next Round 3 net (Fig. 4); repeat 
three times to form 4 picots, exiting 
the middle C of a Round 3 net.

Round 5: String 1E, 1D, and 1F; pass 
down through the nearest C of 
Round 1. String 1g; pass up through 
the next C of Round 1. String 1F, 1D, 
and 1E; pass through the middle C 
of the next Round 3 net (Fig. 5). 

Repeat three times to embellish the 
face of the beadwork, exiting the 
middle C of a Round 3 net.

Round 6: String 1C, 1D, 1E, 1g, 1E, 1D, 
and 1C and pass through the middle 
C of the next Round 3 net (Fig. 6); 

repeat three times to connect the 
medallion’s points into a square. 
Weave through beads to exit the first 
g added in this round.

Round 7: String 1D; pass through the 
nearest g of Round 3. String 1D; 
pass through the last g exited and 
continue through beads to exit the 
next g of Round 6 (Fig. 7). Repeat 

around to add a total of 8D, con-
necting the Round 6 bead strands 
to the g of Round 3. Weave through 
beads to exit from a g of Round 5.

Round 8: String 1E and pass through 
the next g of Round 5; repeat three 
times to add a total of 4E (Fig. 8). 
Weave through beads to exit a D at 

Materials
0.5 g matte metallic blue luster size 11°  

seed beads (A)
0.5 g metallic bronze size 11° seed 

beads (B)
6 g matte metallic blue luster size 8° 

seed beads (C)
5 g metallic bronze size 8° seed beads 

(D)
112 jet AB2X 3mm fire-polished  

rounds (e)
40 jet AB 4mm bicones (F) 
48 bronze 3.5×4mm potato pearls (g) 
1 metal 8mm snap set
Smoke 6 lb braided beading thread

tools
Scissors
Size 11 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 71⁄4"

Fig. 1: Connecting the ladder-stitched strip 
into a ring to form Round 1

Fig. 2: Adding 4 nets to create Round 2

Fig. 3: Working Round 3’s first stitch

Fig. 4: Adding a Round 4 picot

Fig. 5: Adding the first embellishment 
beads of Round 5

Fig. 6: Working the first strand of Round 6

Fig. 7: Connecting the pearls of Rounds 3 
and 7
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the tip of a picot added in Round 4. 
Do not cut the thread; set aside.

Repeat entire step three times for a 
total of 4 large medallions.

2) small (clasp) medallions. 
Stitch smaller medallions to be used 
as the clasp connection; the top of the 
clasp will be embellished similar to 
the larger medallions, while the clasp 
bottom will not have embellishments: 
Clasp top: Repeat Rounds 1–4 of the 

large medallion, substituting A for C, 
B for D, and D for g. For Round 5, 
make the embellishment strands 
with 1A/1F/1B and substitute D for 
g. Repeat Round 6, substituting the 
bead strands with this sequence: 1A, 
1E, 1D, 1E, 1A. Skip Round 7. Repeat 
Round 8, substituting A for E. Sew 
the male half of the snap to the cen-
ter back of the medallion. Secure the 
thread and trim. Set aside.

Clasp bottom: Repeat Rounds 1–4 of the 
large medallion, substituting A for C, 
B for D, and D for g. Skip Round 5. 
Repeat Round 6, substituting the 
bead strands with this sequence: 
1A, 1B, 1E, 1B, 1A. Skip Rounds 7 
and 8. Sew the female half of the 
snap to the front of the medallion. 
Weave through beads to exit down 
through a B added in Round 6. Do 
not trim the thread; set aside.

3) connections. Use the working 
thread of one large medallion to 

string 1C; pass up through the D at 
the tip of a Round 4 picot on a second 
large medallion, at a point opposite 
the second medallion’s working 
thread. String 1C; pass down through 
the last D exited on the first medal-
lion, the first 1C added in this step, 
the D at the tip of the Round 4 picot 
on the second large medallion, the 
adjacent 1D of the picot, and 1C and 
1D of Round 6 (Fig. 9a). String 1D and 
1E; pass through the second C added 
in this step. String 1E and 1D; pass 
down through the first medallion’s 
nearest 1D and 1C of Round 6. Pass 
through the middle C of the nearest 
Round 3 net and the nearest 1C and 
1D of Round 6. String 1D and 1E; 
pass through the first C added in this 
step. String 1E and 1D; pass up 
through the second medallion’s near-
est 1D and 1C of Round 6 (Fig. 9b). 
Secure the thread and trim. 

Repeat entire step to connect all  
4 large medallions in a row, taking 

care that the embellished sides face 
up. Use a similar thread path to join 
the clasp ends on opposite ends of the 
connected medallions, keeping the 
snaps positioned properly for closure. 
Secure all threads and trim. F

reSourCeS
check your local bead shop or contact: 
Seed beads: Out On A Whim, (800) 232-3111, 
www.whimbeads.com. Fire-polished rounds 
and FireLine braided beading thread: 
Artbeads.com, (866) 715-2323. Swarovski 
crystals: FusionBeads.com, (888) 781-3559. 
Snap: Jo-Ann Fabric and Craft Stores, 
(888) 739-4120, www.joann.com. 

Fig. 8: Adding 3mm fire-polished rounds  
to the center of the medallion

a

b

Fig. 9: Connecting 2 medallions

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p s
•  Changing the beads in this 

medallion can take it from 
funky fun to nightlife glitz. 
Try a more opaque palette 
with spring colors for a 
casual look or try black and 
silver for an evening outing!

•  You may want to make ad-
ditional thread passes on 
your smaller clasp medal-
lions to make them sturdier.

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com
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compass rose
l a i n a  g o o d m a n

project

technique
::  circular herringbone 

stitch
:: netting
:: fringe
:: circular peyote stitch

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

The elegance of pearls 
and the sparkle of crystals 
inspired this Victorian-style 
netting-and-herringbone-
stitched bracelet.
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1) stars. Work circular herringbone 
stitch and fringe to form a star com-
ponent:
Base: Use 3' of thread to string 1i and 

8B, leaving a 6" tail. Pass through the 
i to tighten the B against one side of 
the pearl. String 8B; pass through the 
pearl and the 8B just added; pull 
tight. Tie a knot with the working 
and tail threads; trim the tail thread. 
Weave through all 16B to reinforce 
the base, exiting 1B (Fig. 1).

Round 1: String 2C, pass through the 
next 2B on the base, and pull tight; 
repeat around to add a total of 16C. 
Step up through the first C added in 
this round (Fig. 2).

Round 2: String 2C and pass down 
through the next C of Round 1, the 
following 2B on the base, and up 
through the next C of Round 1; 
repeat around to add a total of 16C. 
Step up through the first C added in 
this round (Fig. 3).

Round 3: *String 1A, 1D, and 1A; pass 
back through the 1D. String 1A; 
pass down through the next C of 
Round 2. String 2A; pass up through 
the following C of Round 2. String 
1A; pass down through the next C 
of Round 2. String 2A; pass up 
through the following C of Round 2. 
String 1A, 1D, and 1A; pass back 
through the 1D. String 1A; pass 
down through the next C of 
Round 2. String 2A; pass up 
through the following C of Round 2. 
String 1A, 1E, and 1A; pass back 
through the 1E. String 1A; pass 
down through the next C of Round 
2. String 2A; pass up through the 
following C of Round 2. Repeat from 
* to add fringe to the other side of 
the round (Fig. 4). Secure the thread 
and trim; set aside.

Repeat entire step three times for a 
total of 4 amethyst stars, then repeat 
the step four times, substituting i for J 
and F for D for a total of 4 Montana 
stars.

2) Band. Assemble the stars into a 
band using seed-bead and pearl con-
nections:
Setup: Align the stars, starting with an 

amethyst star and then alternating 
between Montana and amethyst. 
Turn the stars so the D and F 
fringes touch and the E fringes 
point up and down.

Top connection: Start 3' of new thread 
that exits the end 1A of the first 
star’s inner D fringe. String 1A, 1g, 
and 1A; pass through the 1A at the 
end of the nearest F fringe. String 
1A; pass back through the 1g just 
added. String 1A; pass through the 
1A of the initial D fringe (Fig. 5a). 
Repeat the thread path to reinforce.

Middle connection: Weave through the 
beads of Round 3 in the first star to 
exit the lone 1A between the D 
fringes. String 1A, 1h, and 1A; pass 
through the mirror 1A of the sec-
ond star. String 1A; pass back 
through the 1h just added. String 
1A; pass through the 1A initially 
exited (Fig. 5b). Repeat the thread 
path to reinforce.

Bottom connection: Weave through the 
beads of Round 3 in the first star to 
exit 1A at the end of the next D 
fringe. Repeat the top connection, 
joining to the second star’s nearest 
F fringe. Weave through the second 
star’s beads to exit from the end A 
of the next F fringe (Fig. 5c).

Repeat the top, middle, and bottom 
connections to join all the stars into  

Materials
4 g metallic bronze size 15° seed beads 

(A)
4 g matte hematite size 11° seed beads 

(B)
4 g black size 11° cylinder beads (C)
16 amethyst AB 3mm crystal bicones (D)
16 black diamond AB 3mm crystal  

bicones (e)
16 Montana blue 3mm crystal bicones 

(F)
14 cream rose 3mm crystal pearls (g)
7 Tahitian-look 4mm crystal pearls (H)
4 powder almond 6mm crystal pearls (i)
4 light gray 6mm crystal pearls (J)
1 fine silver 9×12mm handmade button  

with shank
Smoke 4 lb braided beading thread

tools
Size 10 beading needle
Scissors

FiniShED SizE: 73⁄4"

Fig. 2: Stitch-
ing Round 1

Fig. 3: 
Working 
Round 2

Fig. 4: Adding fringe for Round 3

Fig. 1: Adding the base round to the pearl
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a band. Weave through the beads of 
Round 3 in the final star to exit the  
center of the band, from the lone 1A  
at the end.

3) clasp. Add a button/loop clasp:
Button: Use the working thread to 

string 8A and the button. Pass 
through the last 1A exited at the 
end of the band to form a loop. 
Repeat the thread path to reinforce; 
secure the thread and trim.

Loop: Start 2' of new thread that exits 
the center of the other end of the 
band, from the lone 1A. String 29A 
or enough A to fit snugly around 
the button; pass through the last 1A 
exited at the end of the band to 
form a loop. Repeat the thread path 
to reinforce and pass through the 
first 1A just added. Work circular 
peyote stitch with 1C in each stitch 
to embellish the loop (Fig. 6). Secure 
the thread and trim. ✦

reSourCeS
check your local bead shop or contact: 
All materials: Artful Beads Studio and 
Workshop, (609) 737-1077, www.artful 
beadstudio.com.

laina goodman has a passion for all 
mediums including beadweaving, metalwork 
and metal clay, sewing, felting, and more. As 
co-owner of Artful Beads Studio and 
Workshop in Pennington, New Jersey, she 
has the opportunity to teach classes and 
share her enthusiasm for everything artistic. 
Laina lives in Hillsborough, New Jersey, with 
her husband and their cat.

a

b

c

Fig. 5: Joining the stars Fig. 6: Adding the clasp loop

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p s
•  Keep your tension tight while making 

the star components to help the cylinder 
beads lie correctly around the center 
pearl.

•  These components make a great brace-
let, but they also work fabulously to cre-
ate a necklace or earrings.

•  You can make the components with any 
size 6mm bead. Experiment with fire-
polished rounds, Swarovski crystals, or 
for a more casual appearance, ceramic 
beads.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw
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techniques
::right-angle weave
::  netting
::  peyote stitch

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

lavender 
lattice

h o rt e n s e  e .  t h o m p s o n

project

Netting and right-
angle-weave stitches 

merge seamlessly, 
creating this richly 
textured, elegant 

bracelet.



1) Base. Work right-angle weave and 
netting to form the bracelet’s base:
Unit 1: Leaving a 12" tail, place a ten-

sion bead at the end of 5' of thread. 
String 4A, 1F, and 3A; pass through 
the first 4A and 1F (Fig. 1a). String 
3F; pass through the 1F previously 
added and the first 2F just added to 
form a circle (Fig. 1b). String 7A; 

pass up through the last 1F exited 
and weave through beads to exit 1F 
at the bottom of the unit (Fig. 2).

Unit 2: String 3F; pass through the bot-
tom F in Unit 1 and the 3F just 
added. String 7A; pass up through 
the last 1F exited (Fig. 3a). String 1B; 
pass up through the nearest 1F of 
Unit 1 and continue through 2 more 
F. String 1B; pass down through the 

nearest 1F of Unit 2. String 7A; pass 
down through the last 1F exited 
and the first 4A just added (Fig. 3b). 

Netted connection: String 7A; pass up 
through the fourth A at the nearest 
edge of Unit 1. String 8A; pass down 
through the first 4A added in this 
section and the first A exited  
(Fig 4a). String 8A; pass through the 
fourth A added in this section and 
the next 9 beads to exit the top-
right corner of the netted connec-
tion (Fig. 4b).

Unit 3: String 3A, 1F, and 3A; pass 
through the last A exited and the 
3A and 1F just added (Fig. 5). String 

3F; pass through the last F exited 
and the first 2F just added to form a 
circle (Fig. 6a). String 7A; pass down 
through the last F exited and the 
next 1F to exit the bottom of the 
unit (Fig. 6b). 

Unit 4: String 3F; pass through the last 
F exited and the first F just added 
to form a circle. String 3A; pass 
through the middle A of the nearest 
net. String 3A; pass down through 
the last F exited and the next 2F. 

String 7A; pass up through the last 
F exited (Fig. 7a). String 1B; pass up 
through the nearest F of the previ-
ous unit and the next 2F. String 1B; 
pass down through the nearest F of 
this unit, the next 2F, the nearest 
1B, and the nearest 1F of the previ-
ous unit (Fig. 7b). Weave through 
beads to exit up through the bot-
tom-right 4A in Unit 4 (Fig. 7c). 

Materials
10 g light amethyst size 11° seed beads 

(A)
28 silver-lined clear size 9° seed beads 

(B)
12 amethyst 3mm crystal bicones (C)
28 violet 4mm crystal bicones (D)
28 light amethyst AB 4mm fire-polished 

rounds (e)
49 light amethyst 6mm pressed-glass 

rounded bicones (F)
1 light amethyst 12mm button with 

shank
Clear 6 lb braided beading thread

tools
Size 12 beading needle
Scissors

FiniShED SizE: 63⁄4"
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Fig. 2: Adding A to the right side of Unit 1

a

b

Fig. 3: Completing Unit 2

Fig. 1: Adding A to the left side of Unit 1

a

b

Fig. 5: Working the first stitch of Unit 3

Fig. 4: Stitching the netted connection

a

b

Fig. 6: Finishing Unit 3

a
b

Fig. 7: Completing Unit 4

a

b

c



Repeat the netted connection and 
Units 3 and 4 five times or to the de-
sired length. Secure the thread and 
trim. 
2) emBellisHment. Use fire-pol-
ished rounds and bicones to embel-
lish the base:
Right-angle-weave units: Start 3' of new 

thread that exits up through the left 
F of Unit 1. String 1E, 1B, and 1D; 
pass up through the right F of  
Unit 1. String 1E, pass through the B 
just added, string 1D, and pass up 
through the left F of Unit 1. Weave 
through the next 2F and 1B, then 
down through the right F of Unit 2. 
String 1E, 1B, and 1D; pass down 
through the left F of Unit 2. String 
1E; pass through the last B added, 
string 1D, and pass down through 
the right F of Unit 2 (Fig. 8a). Tighten 
the embellishment by weaving 
through the outside edge of Units 1 
and 2. Position for the next embel-
lishment by exiting the sixth A of 
the netted connection (Fig. 8b). 

Netted connections: String 1C; pass 
through the opposite A on the net-
ted connection. Weave through 
beads to repeat this embellishment 
on the lower portion of the netted 
connection. Exit the left F of Unit 3 
(Fig. 9).

Repeat the embellishments down the 
base. 

3) clasp. Form a button/loop clasp:
Connection: Weave the working thread 

through beads to exit the middle A 
at the end of the final bottom unit. 
String 4A; pass through the middle 
A at the end of the final top unit. 
Weave through beads again to rein-

force the connection; exit from the 
fourth A added (Fig. 10a).

Button: String 5A, the button shank, 
and 5A; pass through the 4A added 
for the connection (Fig 10b). Repeat 
the entire thread path to reinforce. 
Secure the working thread and 
trim.

Loop: Remove the tension bead. Use 
the tail thread to repeat the con-
nection section at the other end of 
the bracelet. String 23A or enough 
to fit snugly around the button; 
pass through the 4A connection 
beads just placed and the first A 
just strung. Work peyote stitch 
around the loop using 1A in each 
stitch (Fig. 11). Reinforce the thread 
path. Secure the thread and trim. F

Hortense e. tHompson is a hobby 
beader. She has published three beginner 
books on netting and right-angle weave. 
Reach Hortense at www.beadybeadz.com.

reSourCeS
check your local bead shop or contact: 
Similar beads and findings: Fire Mountain 
Gems and Beads, (800) 355-2137, www 
.firemountaingems.com.
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Fig. 8: Embellishing the right-angle-weave 
units

a

b

Fig. 9: Embellishing the netted connection

Fig. 11: Stitching the clasp loop

Fig. 10: Attaching the button

a

b If you use 4mm crystal 
bicones in place of the 
fire-polished rounds for 
embellishment, add one 
size 11° seed bead before 
stringing the bicone since 
the bicones tend to be 
smaller.

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p
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lacy bouquet
m e l i n d a  b a rta

project

techniques
::  chevron netting
::  square stitch

See p. 29 for helpful 
technique information.

This summery necklace 
is full of surprises with 

its gentle asymmetry. Its 
flowers, color palette, and 

play of positive and negative 
shapes were inspired by 

printed paper.
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1) large Flowers. Form large 
flowers using netting:
Center: Leaving a 6" tail, use 2' of 

thread to string 20B. Tie a square 
knot to form a circle and pass 
through the first B.

Petal 1: String 5A, 1B, 3A, 1B, 3A, 1B, and 
5A; pass through the last center bead 
exited (Fig. 1— 

blue thread). Pass 
through all the As 
in this loop, skip-
ping the B and 
pulling tight to 
form points. Pass 
through the last 
center B exited 
and the next 2B 
of the center B 
(Fig. 1—red thread).

Petals 2–9: String 5A, 
1B, 3A, 1B, and 3A; pass back 
through the first B of the previous 
petal. String 5A and pass through 
the last center bead exited (Fig. 2—

blue thread). Pass through all the 
As in the petal, skipping the Bs 
and pulling tight to form points. 
Pass through the last center bead 
exited and the next 2B of the cen-
ter (Fig. 2—red thread).

Petal 10: String 5A; pass back through 
the third B of Petal 1. String 3A, 1B, 
and 3A. Pass back through the first 
B of Petal 9. String 5A and pass 
through the last center bead exited 
(Fig. 3—blue thread). Pass through all 
the As in this petal, skipping the B 
and pulling tight to form points. 
Pass through the last center bead 
exited and the next 2B of the center 

(Fig. 3—red thread). Secure the tail 
thread and trim; do not trim the 
working thread.

Repeat entire step thirteen times for a 
total of 6 turquoise, 5 teal, and 3 white 
large flowers. Set aside.

2) small Flowers. Make small 
flowers to layer on top of some of the 
large flowers (one will become the 
clasp):
Flowers: Follow Step 1 to make a 

flower, this time 
forming shorter 
petals by string-
ing 3A in the 
places that call 
for 5A, and 2A in 
the places that 
call for 3A (Fig. 4). 
Secure the 
threads and trim. 
Make a total of  
2 turquoise, 1 teal, and 1 white 
small flowers.

Layering: Use the working thread of  
1 large turquoise flower to square-
stitch the center Bs of this flower to 
the center Bs of 1 small turquoise 
flower (Fig. 5). Repeat, using the 
remaining small flowers and 
matching large flowers. Note: One 
layered turquoise flower will be 
used for the clasp.

3) strap. Use chevron chain to form 
the strap, ending and starting new 
lengths of thread as needed:
Unit 1: Leaving a 12" tail, use 4' of crys-

tal thread to string 1B, 3A, 1B, 2A, 
1B, 2A, 1B, and 3A; pass back 
through the first B.

Units 2–36: String 2A, 1B, 2A, 1B, and 3A; 
pass back through the last B added 
in the previous unit 
(Fig. 6). Repeat 
thirty-five times.

Unit 37 (increase): String 
3A, 1B, 2A, 1B, and 
3A; pass back 
through the last B 
added in the previ-
ous unit (Fig. 7).

Units 38–40: Repeat Unit 2.
Units 41–120: Repeat 

Units 37–40 twenty 
times.

Units 121–128: Repeat 
Unit 2 eight times.

Materials
8 g turquoise size 15° charlottes (A)
2 g white size 15° charlottes
5 g teal size 15° charlottes
4 g turquoise size 11° Czech seed beads 

(B)
2 g white size 11° Czech seed beads
2 g teal size 11° Czech seed beads
Crystal 4 lb braided beading thread
green thermally bonded .006 beading 

thread

tools
Scissors
Size 12 beading needle

FiniShED SizE: 241⁄4"

Fig. 1: Working 
Petal 1

Fig. 2: Add-
ing Petal 2

Fig. 3: Complet-
ing a large 
flower

Fig. 4: Bead 
count for a small 
flower

Fig. 5: Connecting 
a small and large 
flower

Fig. 6: Starting the 
chevron chain

Fig. 7: Working an 
increase



Shaping: Pass back 
through the near-
est 2A in Unit 127. 
Pass back through 
all As along the 
outside edge of the 
strap, skipping the 
Bs and pulling 
tight to form 
points (Fig. 8). 
Weave through 
Unit 1 and exit 
from the first 2A 
added in Unit 2; 
repeat shaping 
along the inside 
edge of the neck-
lace. Do not trim the thread.

4) assemBly. Join the flowers and 
strap and complete the clasp:
Strap: Place the needle on the strap’s 

tail thread and pass through the 
first 2A of Unit 2. String 2A and pass 
through 1B at the tip of 1 layered 
turquoise flower. Tie a small knot 
around the thread between beads 
and pass back through the last B 
exited. Weave through beads to exit 
the second B of Unit 1 (Fig. 9—blue 

thread). Pass down through 1B 
that lies between 
2 petals to the 
left. Tie a small 

knot around the thread between 
beads and pass back through the 
last B exited (Fig. 9—red thread). 
Repeat thread path to reinforce. 
Use the working thread and the 
same method to attach the final  
2 units to 1 teal single-layer flower.

Clasp loop: Weave through the beads of 
1 teal single-layer flower to exit 1B 
at the tip of a petal. String 43A (or 
enough A to fit around the small 
turquoise flower attached to the 
strap), pass 
through 1B at the 
tip of an adjacent 
petal, and back 
through the A 
just added  
(Fig. 10a). Repeat 
thread path to 
reinforce. Slip 
the loop over the 
small flower of 
the turquoise 
layered flower 
attached to the 
strap.

Flowers: Set the lay-
ered flowers and 
1 single-layer 
flower aside. 
Spread out the 
strap and 
remaining flow-
ers flat on the 
work surface 
and arrange 
them in a pleas-
ing manner. Use 
the working 
threads of the 
flowers to join 

the flowers end to end with square 
stitch, connecting 1 or 2 Bs at the 
tip(s) of the petal(s) (Fig. 10b). Place 
1 layered flower on top of the chain 
of flowers and attach in 2 or 3 points 
in the same manner; repeat with 
the remaining layered flowers and 
single-layer flower. Secure the 
threads and trim. ✦

melinda Barta is editor of Beadwork 
magazine. She is the author of Custom Cool 
Jewelry (Interweave, 2008) and Hip to Stitch 
(Interweave, 2005) and coauthor of Mixed 
Metals (Interweave, 2009). Visit www.melinda 
barta.com.
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Fig. 9: Connect-
ing a flower to the 
strap

a

b

Fig. 10: Clasp and 
flower connectionsFig. 8: Passing back 

through the strap 
beads

a r t i s t ’ s  t i p s
•  When passing back through the beads of the strap to create 

the curved shape, occasionally spread out the beadwork on 
your work surface and gently push and pull the beadwork into 
the arched shape.

•  Unless otherwise specified, use green thread when stitching 
the turquoise and teal beads; use crystal thread with the white 
beads.

More wonderful beadwork projects are available at interweavestore.com

reSourCeS
check your local bead shop or contact: 
FireLine braided and WildFire thermally 
bonded beading threads: Artbeads.com, 
(866) 715-2323. Seed beads: Orr’s Trading 
Co., (303) 722-6466, www.orrs.com.
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techniques

C i r C u l A r  p e y o T e  S T i T C H
String 3 beads and 

form the first round 
by passing through 
the first bead. For 
the second round, 
string 2 beads and 
pass through the 
next bead of the pre-

vious round; repeat twice. To step up for the 
next round, pass through the first bead of the 
current round. For the third round, string 1 bead 
and pass through the next bead of the previous 
round; repeat all around, then step up at the end 
of the round. Continue in this manner, alternat-
ing the two rounds. You may need to adjust the 
bead count depending on the relative size of the 
beads in order to keep the circle flat.

F l AT  p e y o T e  S T i T C H

One-drop peyote stitch begins by stringing an 
even number of beads to create the first two 
rows. Begin the third row by stringing 1 bead 
and passing through the second-to-last bead 
of the previous rows. String another bead and 
pass through the fourth-to-last bead of the 
previous rows. Continue adding 1 bead at a 
time, passing over every other bead of the 
previous rows.

Two-drop peyote stitch is worked the same as 
above, but with 2 beads at a time instead of 1.

F r i n g e
Exit from your founda-
tion row of beads or fabric. 
String a length of beads 
p lu s  1  b e a d .  S k i ppi n g 
the last bead, pass back 
through all the beads just 
strung to create a fringe 
leg.  Pass back into the 
foundation row or fabric.

p i C o T
To make a picot, string three (A) or five (B) 
beads and weave into the next high bead. This 
sequence is woven into the gaps of edge beading 
to create a lacey effect and is sometimes used to 
transition to decreasing stitches.

Ba

n e T T i n g  ( S i n g l e  T H r e A D )
Begin by stringing a base row of 13 beads. 

String 5 beads and go back through the fifth bead 
from the end of the base row. String another 5 
beads, skip 3 beads of the base row, and go back 
through the next; repeat to the end of the row. To 
turn, pass back through the last 3 beads (one leg 
of the last net). String 5 beads, pass back through 
the center bead of the next net and continue.

l A D D e r  S T i T C H

Using two needles, one threaded on each end 
of the thread, pass one needle through one or 
more beads from left to right and pass the other 
needle through the same beads from right to left. 
Continue adding beads by crisscrossing both 
needles through one bead at a time. Use this 
stitch to make strings of beads or as the founda-
tion for brick stitch. 

For a single-needle ladder, string 2 beads and 
pass through them again. String 1 bead. Pass 
through the last stitched bead and the one just 
strung. Repeat, adding one bead at a time and 
working in a figure-eight pattern.

C i r C u l A r  n e T T i n g

String 1A and 1B six times; pass through them 
again to form a circle for the foundation round 
and pass through the next 1B. *String 1A, 1B, and 
1A; skip 1B and pass through the following 1B in 
the previous round. Repeat from * twice, then 
step up for the next round by passing through 
the first 2 beads of this round.

String 2A, 1B, and 2A; skip 1B and pass 
through the following 1B in the previous round. 
Repeat twice, then step up for the next round by 
passing through the first 3 beads of this round. 
Work each round the same way, increasing the 
number of A beads as necessary to keep the 
work flat, and stepping up by passing through 
the first half of the first net.
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techniques

rigHT-Angle WeAve (Double needle)
Using one needle on each end of the thread, 

string 3 beads to the center of the thread.*Use 
one needle to string 1 bead, then pass the other 
needle back through it. String 1 bead on each 
needle, then repeat from * to form a chain of 
right-angle units (A).

To turn at the end of the row, use the left nee-
dle to string 3 beads, then cross the right needle 
back through the last bead strung (B). Use the 
right needle to string 3 beads, then cross the left 
needle back through the last bead strung (C). To 
continue the row, use the right needle to string 2 
beads; pass the left needle through the next bead 
on the previous row and back through the last 
bead strung (D).
Start

A B

C

D

rigHT-Angle WeAve (Single needle)
String 4 beads and pass through them 

again to form the first unit. For the rest of the 
row, string 3 beads, pass through the last bead 
passed through in the previous unit, and the first 
two just strung; the thread path will resemble 
a figure-eight, alternating directions with each 
unit. To begin the next row, pass through the last 
3 beads strung to exit the side of the last unit. 
String 3 beads, pass through the last bead passed 
through, and the first bead just strung. *String 2 
beads, pass through the next edge bead of the 
previous row, the last bead passed through in the 
previous unit, and the last 2 beads just strung. 
Pass through the next edge bead of the previous 
row, string 2 beads, pass through the last bead 
of the previous unit, the edge bead just passed 
through, and the first bead just strung. Repeat 
from * to complete the row then begin a new 
row as before.

S q u A r e  S T i T C H
Begin by stringing a row of beads. For the 

second row, string 2 beads, pass through 
the second-to-last bead of the first row, and 
through the second bead just strung. Continue 
by stringing 1 bead, passing through the third-
to-last bead of the first row, and through the 
bead just strung. Repeat this looping technique 
to the end of the row.pA S S  T H r o u g H  v S  

pA S S  B A C k  T H r o u g H
Pass through means to move your needle in 

the same direction that the beads have been 
strung. Pass back through means to move your 
needle in the opposite direction.

H e r r i n g B o n e  S T i T C H
Begin with a foundation row of even-count 

ladder stitch. String 2 beads, pass down through 
the second-to-last bead in the ladder and up 
through the next bead. String 2 beads, pass down 
the next bead and then up through the follow-
ing. Repeat to the end of the row. To end the 
row, pass back through the last bead strung. To 
begin the next row, string 2 beads and pass down 
through the second-to-last bead of the previous 
row and up through the following bead. Repeat, 
stringing 2 beads per stitch and passing down 
then up through 2 beads of the previous row. The 
2-bead stitch will cause the beads to angle-up in 
each column, like a herringbone fabric.


